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ABSTRACT


This study of police discretion contrasts realworld application to academia and has found that an understanding of police discretion is fundamentally different between the two. From focus group methodology with six special agents in the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a group dynamic emerged where five of the six participants associated police discretion with the peeling of an apple. The use of this analogy and metaphor in association to the discussion of police discretion uniquely frames the processes of professionalization and bureaucratization, thus alluding to Weber’s theory of bureaucracy. It appears that professionalism within law enforcement structure(s) is flawed through a linkage to bureaucracy which only works to increase supervisory control. Participants of this study stress the importance of discretion, but suggest that professionalism creates an atmosphere that allows administration, through politics, to wrongly restrict essential discretionary abilities.
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PREFACE

Police discretion is not a concept I have long had an inclination to study. During my time studying biotechnology at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) in New York, I began to look for subfields. One area I began to look into was biotechnology as it is applied to law enforcement, i.e. forensics. One course, in particular, taken purely to find out my interest in the subject of criminal justice changed my entire academic career.

This course, and therefore the professor, required a three week individual project which was chosen for the students. The project I was given dealt with women and crime. I was assigned to an adjunct faculty member who was a colleague of this professor. This adjunct faculty member was a women’s rights and rape victim advocate. This adjunct faculty member and I focused on domestic violence and, at the time, newly forming intimate partner abuse statutes. Being a women’s rights advocate, the adjunct faculty member was able to put me in contact with domestic violence victims as well as police officers who specialized in domestic violence cases. My experiences talking to these victims and police officers was enlightening because I became aware that our legal system, at times, prohibits certain actions and allows violence to continue.
Not long after this course, I began to look into changing my academic focus from biotechnology to more social areas such as political science or criminal justice. Due to personal obligations coupled with few sociology or liberal arts courses offered at RIT, I found my way to Wright State University where I obtained my Bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice with a minor in Sociology. Soon after, I began an MA program in Applied Behavioral Science (criminal justice/social problems). Looking to the future, I hope to enjoy a lengthy career in law enforcement, pursue a doctoral degree in Sociology or Criminal Justice, and eventually teach at the university level.

After my switch to liberal arts and Sociology, I began to specialize in law enforcement and policing. It all began with a class on women and crime, but I could not seem to find enough classes in this area. Unless I would take a class with an adjunct professor, who was either a police officer or federal agent (or had been one), I could not gain an insight into the human, decision process associated with law enforcement and its personnel. This frustration led into a senior culmination project (BA) in this area as well as this study on police discretion.

It had occurred to me at some point that our society affords certain individuals great power over a vast
majority of people. Sometimes it may not seem as such because these people are given modest wages compared to other job types, but nonetheless it is amazing how few people in this country realize the rights they willingly forego through ignorance. More research revealed to me a new term, “discretion.” I began to see how discretion is vital to the American justice system.

I kept reading over and over that discretion is essential, but then at the same time attaching the word ‘police’ was consequential. Police discretion, as opposed to judicial discretion and so on, was being limited through statutes. I began to see the same thing in the judicial system; it was just not as controversial. It seems the public is not now or historically forgiving of police misconduct or corruption. So why would people support discretion but normally want to limit police discretion? I was learning all about police discretion from my professors and books, but I wanted to learn from the perspective of those actually using this discretion. This is the basis for this study – furthering the understanding of police discretion where I see it as lacking.

In a nutshell, the title of this study is what it is all about. But there is one unique characteristic. In looking for an appropriate methodology, I found focus group
interviewing. This newly forming methodology is normally used as part of mixed methods approaches, but for this study it is the main methodology. So, this study is also an examination into the focus group interview. Primarily, the results of this study would not have been obtained without the use of this specific methodology. As such, I support and endorse focus group interviewing as a legitimate method for social science research, just as other researchers have done in the past decade or so.

This is an applied study, and I have in mind academics and practitioners (of procedural laws and legislation) as the audience for this piece. It is my hope that any change to a discretionary process of our criminal justice system is critically analyzed well before making any changes, whether they be legislatively driven or policy oriented. This study is not designed to support increased police discretion; the application of police discretion is highly debatable. What this study does is frame police discretion from the standpoint of the law enforcement participants of the focus group(s) associated with this study in an academic manner. Hopefully, the reader of this study will gain an appreciation for the occupations within our criminal justice system, specifically that of the law enforcement official. It is my hope that the reader can
gain unique insight for future legislation, policies, and procedures surrounding police discretion and, of course, further academic research into this area.

This study is organized into five chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to discretion and our criminal justice system. The second is the literature review surrounding police discretion in particular. The third chapter outlines the methodology - the focus group interview. Also, a literature review of focus groups as a methodology can be found in Appendix E. Again, this is important as the results of this study would not have been obtained without this method. The fourth chapter shows the results which are in large part taken directly from the transcription of the primary focus group. Finally, the last chapter includes a discussion of the results as well as my conclusions.

I am pleased to say that my previous knowledge and opinion of this subject have improved as well as changed. Not only did I find out more about my career aspirations, but I have developed friendships and contacts while working on this thesis. Humbly, I see this piece as a welcome addition to the literature on police discretion. Thank you for taking the time to read my work, and enjoy.

- Andrew Beech
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I. Introduction

Many argue that discretion is an integral part of the criminal justice system. In fact, discretion is found and used at all levels of the criminal justice system: police, prosecution, courts, and corrections. The main issue surrounding the use of police discretion is the individual officer’s judgment involved. Other levels of the criminal justice system do not need to make judgment calls on the spot; there is a period of time to contemplate the issues involved. So, it must be understood that police discretion cannot be eliminated. Without police discretion, the criminal justice system would be overly burdened (Loue, 2001). For this study, police discretion is defined as the ability or willingness of an officer to make a decision or take an action on the basis of personal values, beliefs, or experiences rather than institutionally-instilled guidelines. This definition is collective and derives from the subsequent review of the literature.

The examination of police discretion often, either consciously or subconsciously, tends to rely heavily upon deterrence. In other words, the intent of most
discretionary research is to understand the effectiveness that a police officer’s discretion has on the deterrence of criminality (Torr and Swisher, 1999). Theoretically, discretionary guidelines and mandated policy are meant to be an administrative tactic that works to eliminate a police officer’s discretion on the basis that this will actually lead to a change in the officer’s behavior while working on the streets. Stated otherwise, mandates often act as an attempt to avoid abuse of discretion as a widespread problem and the misguided assumption that discretion involves the personal values and experiences of each individual (Loue, 2001).

Accordingly, many researchers view police discretion in a negative light (Goldstein, 1963; Sherman, 1984; Wortley, 2003). Police discretion, in itself, is often unable to deter an offender’s attitude or behavior. Torr and Swisher (1999) found that domestic violence offenders with the greatest prior criminal history and the greatest number of prior restraining orders were most likely to find new victims rather than re-offend against the same victim. In the same study, it was shown that many victims find that arrest does not deter later domestic assault, and for this reason the victim leaves the abuser. This makes a compelling argument that no level of deterrence can be
assumed based simply on police discretion. This shows that deterrence of criminality without rehabilitation of the offender does not in and of itself justify decreased police discretion (Torr and Swisher, 1999).

There are also other issues involved with police discretion as a deterrent to criminality. Among such issues is a concern with the limitations of the practical application to aspects of policing which involve mandated policy, like that of domestic violence. Domestic violence offenses are most often viewed as spontaneous or arising in the context of serious mental health or substance abuse, particularly alcohol. For this reason, domestic violence would be much more difficult to deter than illegal activities that are economically driven. Domestic violence tends to show a pattern of impulse, especially impulses that respond to stress, self-esteem, or frustration and anger. It is for this reason that many believe the recurrence of violence cannot be controlled without the satisfactory address of underlying issues, mainly the mental attitude of the offender (Schmidt and Sherman, 1993). Reasons such as this support the argument that mandated policies are ineffective, specifically mandatory arrest policies in domestic violence or intimate partner abuse cases.
In recent years, mandatory arrest policies have surfaced as the most debated form of mandated policy. Mandatory or pro-arrest policies require an officer to arrest a suspect if there is probable cause to believe that an assault or battery has occurred, regardless of the victim’s consent or objection. This policy, if followed accordingly, should theoretically eliminate police discretion in intimate abuse cases (Leigh, 1996). In light of this, much research has been conducted involving police discretion/mandatory arrest policies and police discretion/domestic violence.

Research examining police discretion as it relates to mandated policies, like domestic violence, is often faced with much difficulty. First, such research usually focuses on the limitation of discretion. Second, many validity problems, such as implausible comparisons and associations, arise when police discretion and intimate partner abuse cases are studied collectively (Leigh, 1996). In opposition, the existence of mandatory arrest policies also show a willingness on the part of the criminal justice system to officially recognize that battering will not be tolerated; the responsibility to take action against the criminal no longer lies in the arms of the victim (Edwards, 1989).
This study is not concerned with the effectiveness of police discretion or whether police discretion should be implemented more or less through departmental guidelines or mandated policy, such as domestic violence statutes. Rather, this study is interested in adjusting the unavoidable misapplication of the word discretion. There is rarely agreement on how to define police discretion or how police discretion should be studied. In fact, like this assessment, the purpose of many studies in police discretion involves discussing deficiencies in available research on police discretion (e.g. Mastrofski, 2004).

In order to address some of the common deficiencies in the literature, this study addresses three considerable tasks. The first task is to pinpoint an accepted definition of police discretion as a function of a human and individual decision-making process. The second task is to examine the importance of police discretion to officers who actually use it. Specifically, a discussion of the proper use of discretion as a function of length of service is conducted. Lastly, continued education and training is looked at as a possible remedy to the misuse of discretion. In other words, the possibility that veteran officers can get caught in a routine that acts as an inhibitor to vital discretionary decisions is explained.
This research is qualitative in nature as the methodology primarily involves focus groups. This research is applied with a purpose of directing current policies and educational requirements for police officers, both rookie and veteran. Hopefully, through an in-depth look at how those actually using police discretion view it, policymakers and practitioners will be able to more effectively design guidelines capable of deterring criminality. It is unfortunate, but a continued misunderstanding of police discretion will only lead to more restriction, i.e. mandated policies. In actuality, police discretion can be positive where applied appropriately. It is this researcher’s opinion that the examination of police discretion must revert to an inspection of fundamental discretionary understandings. This is essential in order to avoid problematic outcomes, such as mixing police discretion with mandatory arrest policies or domestic violence, that often arise in police discretion research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Years of research have evaluated police discretionary measures, such as officer counseling or temporary separation of offenders. A common distinction between past and present police discretion is that there was more police discretion in the past; examples include separation, mediation, and counseling. The present view of police discretion seems to be that it should be limited; the most prominent example being that mandatory arrest policies are in wide use (Buzawa and Buzawa, 2003). In other words, society seems to view an individual officer’s personal choice as improper in regards to application of criminal law. It is important to note that the societal response to this view is to provide officers with more training; although education is often cited as important, it is most times not considered mandatory for proper discretionary guidance.

de Lint (1998, p. 281) argues that it was not until the mid to late 1970s that law enforcement officers seized being viewed as an “agent” of the government with a need for much, if not complete, guidance in any decision making
regarding codified law. In other words, it was not until relatively recently that a police officer took on the role of a “chooser.” de Lint (1998) also explains that higher education became an issue with many U.S. political entities of the time that were concerned with academy professionalism. A few examples of political entities include the 1967 President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice and the 1973 National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (de Lint, 1998, p. 283). The point is that many powerful political groups started to recognize that an individual officer has tremendous power to choose whether or not to follow criminal law and basically act as an ignition for the emerging criminal justice system.

With the distinction between agents and choosers, de Lint (1998, p. 282) discusses the two solutions that arose in response to a move away from agency control towards individualized discretion. Put simply, the two solutions became two schools of thought: 1) those who believed a liberal arts university education would best support police discretion and 2) those who believed practical, on-the-job, and formalized training surrounding the proper use of decision-making or judgment would best support police discretion. As de Lint (1998, p. 284) suggests, many of
the political entities’ push for more education was ignored due to the deep police culture, specifically strong police unionism. Therefore, practical and formalized training was adopted as the correct way to advance police discretion.

In his analysis, de Lint (1998) suggests that much caution should be taken when considering the police officer as a “chooser.” When a police officer, according to de Lint (1998, p. 296), utilizes more police discretion, he or she has shifted his or her subjective opinions or understanding in terms of individualized choice over that of automated response. Although there are many advantages, this has the ability to destroy any line of accountability linking the state to the police officer, or put otherwise linking the agency to its agent:

…the police officer chooser may be a dangerous sort of mystification…. Institutional and occupational constraints, and now the myriad of technical devices aiming to contour decision-making, have each been building their special agendas into the contouring of police officer action. (de Lint, 1998, p. 298)

Although accountability suffers, most agencies with this attitude rationalize police discretion as allowing for remote management and supervision (de Lint, 1998, p. 297).
In light of de Lint’s (1998) research, it should be suggested that future consideration must be taken regarding both a university-oriented liberal arts education and a practical/formalized training. It is not clear what method best prepares an officer, but police discretion or “empowerment” creates more efficiency. Therefore, it is in the best interest of law enforcement to better prepare officers for discretionary duties. In this regard, it follows that it is in the best interest of law enforcement researchers to better understand what methods and techniques best prepare police officers to use discretion properly and effectively. This study attempts just that.

As mentioned above, mandatory arrest policies are a current attempt to curtail police discretion. One of the first attempts to tackle the issue of mandatory arrest as a limitation to discretion is the Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment, or MDVE (Muraskin, 2003). The MDVE was published in April 1984 by Lawrence Sherman and Richard Berk based on results of their 1981-82 study conducted in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Mills, 2003).

The MDVE uses a sample size of 314 cases, and the results propose that arrest, compared to mediation or separation, is the most effective means of preventing batterers from repeating acts of violence. Specifically,
Sherman and Berk conclude that arresting batterers reduces the rate of subsequent offenses against the same victim by half within a six month follow up period (Mills, 2003). This implies that police discretion should be reduced. But, to others, the results of the MDVE show a deterrent effect of only six months. After six months, mandatory arrest no longer deters batterers at rates larger than mediation or separation (Muraskin, 2003). This implies that police discretion should not be reduced. However, society today still considers arrest, or more specific to this study a reduction of police discretion, as the appropriate response to domestic violence even with the presence of unsupportive data.

In the wake of issues surrounding the Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment, the development of mandatory arrest policies has been considerably evaluated. The first distinction that must be made about mandatory arrest is the difference between mandatory arrest and preferred or presumptive arrest. Mandatory arrest policies direct action and limit discretion. Presumptive arrest policies often are guidelines handed down by a superior; this may be within a department or it may involve politics and legislation. Presumptive arrest policies are meant only to guide discretion (Buzawa and Buzawa, 2003).
Considering discretion guidance, Eitle (2005) focuses his research on presumptive arrest policies, specifically police organizational structures and their effects on the policies regarding domestic violence. From this standpoint, Eitle (2005, p. 573) recognizes that “there has been very little research that has examined police organizational variables and their association with arrest probabilities in domestic violence cases.”

Eitle’s (2005) study examines more than 57,000 domestic violence cases across 115 police departments. He concludes that the organization/structure of a police institution directly affects the implementation of arrest involving cases of domestic violence. In other words, a police institution will attempt to guide discretion. His results show that as the complexity of a police institution and structural control of line officers increased, the levels of arrest decreased. His results also show that departments with more written policies had officers who were more likely to make an arrest (Eitle, 2001, p. 590). Therefore, Eitle (2001) contends that there is still much discretion among officers in the decision to arrest even when mandatory policies are implemented.

It is interesting to note how Eitle (2001), as well as many law enforcement researchers, show police discretion as
linked to arrest. One possible reason for this is that arrest is most closely associated with the line patrol officer who actually performs arrest duties. Mastrofski (2004) performs academic research reviewing the available literature on the causes and controls of the line patrol officer, and therefore “street-level” police discretion. Much of his attention is a direct result of The Committee to Review Research on Police Policy and Practices and its various articles; one in particular, *Fairness and Effectiveness in Policing: The Evidence*, is emphasized. Mastrofski (2004, p. 115) contends that such reports provide little or no insight into how to control discretion effectively. His basic conclusion is that many researchers discuss the importance of controlling police discretion but ignore how to control police discretion effectively.

Primarily, Mastrofski (2004, p. 100) outlines four problem areas: underdeveloped theory, weak research designs, insufficient generalizability of findings, and inattention to the kinds of police discretion that really matter to policy makers, practitioners, and the public. Mastrofski (2004) includes a unique theoretical perspective on police discretion. First and foremost, he defines discretion as strictly street-level police discretion. Second, he points out that available literature is often
obsessed with the effectiveness of police discretion. Mastrofski (2004, p. 102) argues that research framed around effectiveness is not valid; rather “research needs to be framed in theories of control of police discretion.” In regards to the control of police discretion, one idea is discussed in detail. This idea incorporates an organizational element, phantom if you will, within the police culture. Often referred to as the police subculture, this idea can be defined as “the shared internalized beliefs and norms that provide meaning and guidance to individual members engaged in collective action” (Scott, 1992, p. 315).

Mastrofski (2004) gives an interesting perspective on the police subculture in terms of controlling police discretion. Most importantly, he states that researchers rarely theorize about the police subculture. In addition, he indicates that this subculture is a “defense mechanism” (Mastrofski, 2004, p. 104) for those individual patrol officers who may be dealing with pressures within their particular agency or department. Due to this fact, Mastrofski (2004) contends that a lack of relevant literature into how the police subculture controls or does not control street-level police discretion is a major weakness to the available research on police discretion.
Along this same line of reasoning, it seems that Mastrofski (2004) is not content with the current theories, even his own, regarding police discretion. His first frustration is a lack of studies with a strong research design. His second annoyance is with the generalizability of discretion or discretion control research. Quite factually, Mastrofski (2004) argues that policing is nearly impossible to conduct at all the different times and places needed in order to report universal findings. Not only is policing a twenty-four hour profession, but it is almost unlimited in its job description. On top of this, policing entails a plethora of different types of police forces. The first distinction is local, state, or national. But beyond this, one can undoubtedly report policing in terms of municipalities, small urban departments, sheriff’s offices, rural, special agencies, and an infinite other ways. For these reasons, Mastrofski (2004) realizes that most studies regarding street-level police discretion are being performed in large municipal police forces.

Much in the same context as this study, Mastrofski (2004) addresses what he views as problem areas or weaknesses in the current research on police discretion. In response, he makes two suggestions. First, there is a need for more research in how and why discretion is
controlled rather than simply a measure of the effectiveness of police discretion. Second, due to the current poor generalizability of police discretion research, there is a need for more variety and function in research design. For example, large municipalities are overused in research and there is a need to study how other agency types perform in light of street-level discretion.

In addition to these two suggestions, Mastrofski (2004) also addresses the frailty of current theory on police discretion. This is apparent in his urging to switch perspectives from effectiveness of discretion to control of discretion, but he also contends that theory is not grounded in public expectation:

The law does not demand that officers act with a certain style or demeanor, but the community policing movement may have increased among the public the expectation that police will do whatever they do in a fair and respectful manner.

(Mastrofski, 2004, p. 112)

From this, one can see that past research reviews police discretion as a function of current codified laws and departmental standards and ignores police discretion as a function of the changing attitudes within and towards policing. Increasingly, policing is characterized by
public interest. This is apparent because “police organizations rarely experience crises for failing to control crime; it is failure to control police discretion that most often places the jobs of top leadership in jeopardy.” (Mastrofski, 2004, p. 109). Ignoring reality – the fact that policing is political and driven by a voting public – could be very detrimental, especially since today’s society is becoming increasingly more mindful of civic interest.

Accounting for civic and public interest, Smith, Novak, Frank, and Lowenkamp (2005) believe that understanding why officers engage in discretionary activities and behaviors is more important than how officers do this. The basis for their argument is that police power is broad; authority varies from deprivation of property, liberty, and even life. Moreover, officers have this power at their will usually with little or no direct supervision. In other words, Smith et al (2005, p. 326) contend that it is important to know what officers do in their on-duty downtime, how much on-duty downtime or discretionary time they have, and what factors influence their discretionary behavior during this downtime.

Therefore, Smith et al (2005, p. 326) focus their research question on what explains officer discretion
outside of contact with citizens during on-duty downtime. The goal of their research is to examine how the independent variables of neighborhood characteristics and officer level in terms of length of service, education, and officer attitude affect the dependent variable of work routine of officers. Smith et al. (2005, p. 334) "hypothesize that neighborhood-level factors would have differential impacts on the different groups of officers." Smith et al. (2005, p. 339) find that neighborhood-level factors did not influence community police officers but do influence traditional beat officers. Officer demographics, which include the three officer level characteristics examined (length of service, education, and officer attitude), do not seem to impact either community police officers or more traditional beat officers.

The research of Smith et al. (2005) clearly show that officers use their discretion in deciding how to carry out activities during the on-duty downtime, but it appears that why officers perform these certain tasks is dependent mainly on supervision and training but also on reward systems and informal social workgroups (Smith et al., 2005, p. 341). Smith et al. (2005) emphasize the importance to research further into police decision-making outside of citizen interaction and encounters.
It seems that in order to understand police discretion, research must examine routinization of the police officer, specifically surrounding the police-citizen contact. In line with this, Liu and Cook (2005, p. 87) contend that there is a need for guidelines or changes to policy that will standardize the use of police discretion. They do not support the elimination of police discretion but rather the control of police discretion. Liu and Cook (2005, p. 83) recognize that there are a multitude of variables that could determine the use of police discretion. Some examples of variables which have been considerably studied include seriousness of the offense, department policy, the police officer’s attitude, and so on. Liu and Cook (2005, p. 83) only analyze the four variables of gender, age, physical appearance, and attitude of the offender in an attempt to measure the tendency of an officer to issue a speeding violation.

Liu and Cook (2005, p. 83-84) start with multiple hypotheses because they believe that police discretion, specifically in speeding violations, is dependent on a combination of the variables listed above. According to Liu and Cook (2005), the gender of female, an older age, better appearance, and a positive attitude by an offender results in the least likelihood of the issuance of a
speeding violation. Liu and Cook (2005, p. 86) conclude that their study indicates that age and attitude of offender are the only factors to significantly have an effect on police discretion in speeding violation scenarios. Specifically, mature offenders (aged 24-50 years), as opposed to youthful offenders (aged 17-23 years) and older offenders (aged 51 years or more), and those offenders with a negative attitude are more likely to receive a severe punishment in speeding violation situations.

Liu and Cook (2005, p. 87), in conclusion, indicate that discretionary guidelines surrounding the attitude of the offender are necessary in traffic situations. Specifically, there is a need to control the police officer’s resentment for “well-to-do people who demonstrate a bad attitude.” Traffic violations are an everyday occurrence, and in fact, they are arguably the most often observed violation of any codified law. It must also be understood that traffic violations are the area of law enforcement that officers are usually given the most discretion. For these reasons, Liu and Cook (2005) suggest that more control during a citizen contact is needed.

Focusing on the police-citizen contact, Alpert, Macdonald, and Dunham (2005) break new ground in the area
of police discretion research. Quite truthfully, they point out that research on police discretion typically analyzes police action after citizen contact. This usually includes the decision to stop, search, or arrest a suspect. Unfortunately, this approach, according to Alpert et al (2005, p. 408), ignores the "earliest stage" of police decision making - "an officer’s formation of suspicion before identifying and stopping a citizen." Therefore, the focus of their research examines the effect of situational variables on types of police suspicion, and inherently the following decision to stop and question suspects.

Alpert et al (2005, p. 408) take into consideration previous studies indicating that police discretion is a function of a "combination of preexisting attitudes and the personality that a police officer develops through experiences on the job...." In light of their literature review, Alpert et al (2005, p. 420) use demographic characteristics such as race, level of education, and length of service as the independent variables and then designate suspicion as the dependent variable. The goal is to observe when officers are forming suspicion. "'Forming suspicion' occurred any time an officer became doubtful, distrustful or otherwise troubled or concerned about an individual." (Alpert et al, 2005, p. 418).
The results indicate that race does, in fact, influence the type of suspicion formed by an officer. On the other hand, race does not influence later actions taken by those police officers (Alpert et al, 2005, p. 425). Therefore, Alpert et al (2005, p. 426) suggest that their study indicates that officers are more likely to form suspicion based on the appearance, time or place, and so on for individuals who are members of a minority group. However, Alpert et al (2005) adamantly argue that this fact does not, in any way, influence the final decision to stop, question, or arrest a minority suspect. Therefore, the conclusions drawn suggest that police officers form suspicion based solely on race, but they do not take action without concrete articulable facts which can act as evidence to support their action. In the words of Alpert et al (2005, p. 427), “one can imagine officers that retain race-conscious views of criminality and act objectively and neutrally, stopping citizens and questioning them only for objective and tangible reasons.”

Unfortunately, the research performed by Alpert et al (2005) does not draw any definitive conclusions. But their pioneer research does establish a strong foundation for future research in the area of police suspicion in terms of police discretion and decision making. As is visible in
the current literature, basic research design for police discretion studies only includes actions after police-citizen contacts. Alpert et al (2005) make a good point in arguing that the decision-making process starts much earlier, arguably at the point of suspicion formation.

Although not an examination of suspicion formation, some research has attempted to examine the attitudes associated with suspicion. According to Wortley (2003), police attitudes towards discretion are often overlooked. Wortley (2003) reviews a multitude of studies, most notably that of Wilson’s (1968) classic description of policing styles, in order to construct scales for measuring individual officer attitudes towards discretion. Wilson (1968) argues that there are three basic types of law enforcement: service, watchman, and legalistic. A service style of policing emphasizes community policing, a watchman style emphasizes maintenance of order over enforcement, and a legalistic style emphasizes full enforcement and arrest. Therefore, Wortley’s (2003) scale can be thought of as a continuum with the service and legalistic styles at each end and the watchman style central.

Wortley (2003, p. 553) concludes that police officers at the service end of his scale support discretion as an appropriate response to social problems while police
officers at the legalistic end of his scale oppose discretion. Therefore, Wortley (2003) concludes that a same arrest decision by two different officers could and has been made for very different reasons, including multiple rationales. This indicates that there could be multiple attitudes toward discretion and multiple police styles that play a part in arrest/law enforcement decision making.

Again, evaluating how and why individual officers use discretion is very important. By reacting to current literature, Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 74) attempt to determine the variability of police officers’ actions and police officers’ ideals which are assumed to guide those actions. Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 71) point out that associated officer characteristics such as an officer’s age, years of service, socioeconomic background, gender, and so on have been studied in the past in an effort to determine how and why officers use discretion in a certain way. They also argue that the only factor which has predicted officers’ decisions has been level of experience where less experienced officers tend to make arrests more often than more experienced officers. Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 72) also claim that research has not, as of yet,
provided a reliable relationship between police officer attitudes and police officer actions.

In conclusion, Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 86) find no evidence for “trait-like operational styles.” They do argue that procedure seems to act as a common ideal among officers. Not only do Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 86) make this assertion, but they also show a clear indication that “adherence to procedure was clearly not a mere mechanical compliance with some recipe that led inevitably to the same action.” Therefore, Mendias and Kehoe (2006, p. 87) contend that there are multiple competing roles and ideals that play a part in an officer’s discretionary judgment. In other words, police discretion is a product of multiple human characteristics and environmental influences.

In closing, all law enforcement officials should ask themselves the extent to which discretion is utilized within their agency or department. It would be naïve to argue that discretion is not a common tool in law enforcement. As has been mentioned previously, discretion can be limited or guided by mandated policy in serious or highly violent situations such as domestic violence. But researchers would be greatly amiss to conclude that discretion is limited in the majority of law enforcement tasks and duties. For example, consider the common traffic
violation where an officer can use his or her discretion when giving a warning, verbal or written, or citing the violator.

We, as a society and a community, need to understand that police discretion is prevalent and that rarely, if ever, are standardized departmental or agency regulations, policies, and procedures in place for the officer to follow. For this reason, researchers needs to stop investigating how to limit discretion in cases of abuse or corruption and start exploring how to better understand and implement discretion properly and effectively. This study is designed to accomplish just that. Through focus group methodology, this study attempts to identify a basic understanding of police discretion from the perspective of the law enforcement officials who use discretion every day.
III. Method

One form of group interviewing, the focus group, has the capability of providing a group dynamic not present in other types of social science research. This qualitative research method allows the researcher to gain valuable insights not obtainable with traditional survey methodology. One important fact unique to the focus group is the presence of a moderator or facilitator who acts as the primary data collection instrument. For this reason, the moderator is often viewed as the key to any successful focus group; interestingly, the researcher has the ability to act as this moderator.

The contemporary focus group interview is becoming an increasingly used and important type of group research. Today, social scientists are using focus groups for many different tasks, including program evaluation, marketing, public policy, the health sciences, advertising, and communications. There is a long history to the focus group interview. In fact, focus groups predate World War II. Mostly commonly, the focus group is associated with social and market research and is stated to have caught interest
during the 1930s when the U.S. War Department used them widely when studying soldier morale (Stewart, Shamdasani, and Rook, 2007, p. 37). Normally, focus groups are associated with the sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld. This is particularly true where marketing, in opposition to academia, is concerned (Morgan, 1997; Morrison, 1998).

The definition of the focus group varies. Most commonly, it is categorized as an interview; many even refer to this type of research methodology as the “focus group interview” or “differentiated group depth interview” (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 37). With this in mind, focus groups should be thought of as a qualitative research design but one surrounded by much debate. Although focus groups are capable of generating quantitative data, one of the advantages of focus group research design is the fact that they can generate insightful data not otherwise obtainable through quantitative methods because the data obtained are expressed through the participant’s own words and contexts. Furthermore, data can be explained or justified unlike various survey research (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 39).

The variability and misunderstanding of focus groups add to the confusion of a definition. Morgan (1997, p. 5) points out that there are many schools of thought
surrounding group interviewing. In fact, he distinguishes between focus groups and group interviews where the focus group is one type of group interview among many. Morgan (1997, p. 6) exposes the focus group as “a research technique that collects data through group interaction on a topic determined by the researcher.” He further explains that “it is the researcher’s interest that provides the focus, whereas the data themselves come from the group interaction.” (Morgan, 1997, p. 6). Other researchers draw similar distinctions. Willis (2005) differentiates between the focus group and the cognitive interview. A cognitive interview is most often used to evaluate survey instruments and their capability of information transfer. A focus group, on the other hand, does not assess the functionality of an instrument but rather of people; it examines how people think about various topics (Willis, 2005, p. 3).

Therefore, a cognitive interview involves specific survey questions whereas the focus group involves general topics. In brief, the focus group is better suited to identify and discuss major themes than to assess slight differences of a subject. Focus groups could be thought to be most useful in studies that wish to inspect the mindset or thinking of the participants rather than certain phenomena surrounding the participants. Focus groups
promote this inspection by allowing the unique “group dynamic” found in focus groups which permits a “social interaction of ideas” (Willis, 2005, p. 234).

This shows that focus groups have a particular advantage in exploratory research. When not a lot is known about the research topic or it tends to generate varied results or conclusions, the focus group can act as a way to gain valuable information that can pave the way for further research. For this reason, quantitative data from larger samples are often obtained as a result of focus group research (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 41).

As can be seen, the contemporary focus group tends to be viewed differently by various social scientists. Although there is some debate surrounding the theory of focus groups, the practice and procedure of focus groups are commonly accepted. Social science has recognized the focus group as a legitimate form of research methodology. In fact, many scholars (Stewart et al, 2007; Litosseliti, 2003; Krueger and Casey, 2000) argue that focus groups have major advantages over other types of research design. At the same time, focus groups are not for all research and do have inherent limitations. For a more detailed literature review of the focus group as a social science methodology, refer to Appendix E.
Data Collection

Data collection during a focus group primarily involves observation. The focus group interview also utilizes a questioning script. This is a list of predetermined questions that acts as a guide during the focus group. The moderator or facilitator of the focus group ultimately decides how to ask the questions during the focus group because each focus group will develop uniquely.

The first form of recorded observation for this study was a brief pre-questionnaire used to obtain demographic information. This questionnaire can be found in appendix A. The second form of recorded observation was in the form of field notes taken during the focus group interview. These are semi-structured because the use of the prior constructed questioning script helped to guide discussion. The third and most important form of recorded observation was audio recording. The focus groups that were audio recorded were transcribed soon after each focus group by the researcher. The consent form given to participants, prior to the distribution of the pre-questionnaire and the start of the focus group, can be found in appendix B. This consent form was signed by both the participant and the moderator for each focus group.
Researcher’s Role: The focus group interview was the methodology of this study, and the researcher, Andrew Beech, acted as the moderator in three focus groups associated with this study – a preliminary focus group, a pilot focus group, and the actual research focus group.

Setting: The preliminary focus group was conducted on the Dayton campus of Wright State University. The pilot focus group was conducted at a sheriff’s office in Northwestern Ohio. The actual research focus group was conducted at an Ohio field office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Actors: The preliminary focus group consisted of five colleagues with no law enforcement experience. This focus group was conducted to test the focus group questioning script as well as question ordering. The pilot focus group was conducted with four Northwestern Ohio sheriff’s deputies. This study was conducted as a prelude to the actual research focus group in order to gain insight into questioning or wording errors from a law enforcement officer’s standpoint. No demographic information was obtained for the pilot focus group. The actual research focus group was conducted with six special agents in the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Demographic information was obtained for the final focus group.
Events: This study examined how police officers understand police discretion as relating to their duties. It then attempted to determine how police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion. Therefore, everyday experiences and events of the law enforcement officers were discussed. In addition, a general attitude about policing was discussed, particularly towards the notion of discretion. Of course, a discussion and analysis of serious events and issues of debate surrounding law enforcement took place. This did not apply to the preliminary focus group because it was less structured and for revision purposes. This did apply to the pilot focus group and the actual research focus group.

Processes: Each officer within the pilot focus group and the actual research focus group was given ample consideration and opportunity to respond with their opinion to any question or issue provoked during their focus group. With some mediatory exceptions, the emphasis was placed on gaining an understanding of law enforcement officers’ perspectives on police discretion and therefore there was little censorship or control. The questioning script for the pilot focus group with Northwestern Ohio sheriff’s deputies can be found in appendix C. The questioning
script for the actual research focus group with special agents in the FBI can be found in appendix D.

Sample Selection

All participants individually consented to participate in this study. There was correspondence with one special agent who acted as a recruiter for this study. There are several reasons special agents in the Federal Bureau of Investigation were used as the primary focus group for this study. Foremost, the FBI usually requires previous law enforcement experience as well as higher education to become a special agent. Incidentally, this was the case for the participants of this study. Additionally, special agents were sought after due to the overwhelming publicity and acknowledgment of this agency compared to other more common departments and agencies, such as local police.

Due to the nature of the research purpose of this study, special agents in the FBI are particularly fitting as participants. All participants have relevant job experience as well as previous education which is important when responding to the questions of this study. But it should be noted that using special agents in the FBI as participants is strikingly different than the majority of police discretion research which focuses on the line patrol officer at the local level.
This study, to some degree, assumed during recruitment that the FBI participants had previous job experience at the local or state level prior to becoming a special agent. Bear in mind that using special agents could have influenced the results of this study. Using local police agencies may yield quite dissimilar results. Even so, the group dynamic of the focus group with the FBI agents, and thus the uniqueness of the discussion and conclusions, makes the participants appropriate in terms of this study.

Research Questions

At the heart of the proposed study are two main purposes. Both purposes represent an attempt to view police discretion from the law enforcement officer’s perspective. Therefore, the perspective of the public and the perspective of the administrator are not of central concern. The first main purpose is to examine how police officers understand police discretion in relationship to their duties. In other words, there is a preliminary effort to elicit an accepted definition of police discretion from the perspective of an officer that should be generalizable to any official in a law enforcement capacity.

How police officers understand police discretion is examined in various ways. There is determination of what
areas of law enforcement responsibilities need improvement or clarification. Of course, this is in reference to areas of police discretion that are commonly misinterpreted or misunderstood by the reasonable officer in normal circumstances. Additionally, how officers manage the ability to make personal decisions while in the line of duty is investigated. Put another way, how officers view their decision-making process when conducting daily job-related activities is investigated.

Finally (in reference to the first main purpose of understanding discretion from the police officer’s perspective), this study distinguishes what would actually define an abuse of police discretion or the use of police discretion in a corrupt manner. This is differentiated by analyzing how police discretion changes over time. Change over time is strictly defined in terms of length of service. Explained differently, this study distinguishes how routinization, or “falling into a routine,” of an officer (in terms of the evolution of police discretion or the decision-making process during a defined length of service) factors into the role of a police officer.

The second main purpose is to examine how police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion. There must be an accepted decision-making
process. Officers must understand how they are to generally handle certain matters while on duty. How is it that officers come to know what is accepted and what is not accepted discretionarily? Because a police officer must gain an understanding of discretion at some point during his or her maturity, both as a person and as a law enforcement officer, the first step is establishing how and in what ways police officers view education and/or training regarding discretion.

In particular, there is an emphasis on the discussion of continued education and/or training after a university-oriented education or an academy based training. In this respect, determining how officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion evaluates how officers view departmental or agency guidelines specifically regarding their ability to make personal decisions or judgments while on duty. This, of course, can lead to a discussion for suggestions as to what ways departmental or agency guidelines could better reflect police discretion in terms that a reasonable police officer could understand and follow.

Basically (in reference to the second main purpose of determining how police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion), there is an examination of what
the opinion of an officer actually is regarding continued discretionary education and/or training. The examination is an attempt to understand, from the police officer’s perspective, what role continued education has on an officer’s discretion and what role continued training has on an officer’s discretion. In summary, this research investigates how continued education and training persuade an officer’s decision-making process. In other words, how do continued education and training persuade the ability to properly use police discretion?

**Ethical Considerations**

Analyzing and writing up the results of data most certainly involve ethical considerations, but for this study in particular it is the actual data collection process – the focus group – that should be considered in detail. First and foremost, the rights of the participants were/are a primary obligation of the researcher. This involves personal beliefs, values, opinions, or anything else that the participants may have held above providing conversational data during the focus group interview. This focus group research was conspicuous and interfering; the life experiences of the participants were discussed openly and observed directly. Sensitive information may have been revealed that could have offended or otherwise upset a
participant. More importantly, the participant’s position and prospective department or agency was vulnerable.

Due to all of the previous reasons, many measures and considerations were incorporated into the research process in order to protect the rights of participants. First, the research problem and research purpose was communicated and explained both verbally and in writing prior to the focus group session. This included a description of how data was to be collected and used; it was specifically stated that an audio recording will be taken of the focus group. Confidentiality was articulated by ensuring to the participants that no names or other personal affiliations were to be used when reporting the results of the study. Prior to beginning the focus group, written permission to proceed was obtained; this most importantly included permission to take an audio recording and the guarantee that all participants were free to refuse or reduce participation at any time for any reason. It was also explained that the written report of the study would be made available to all participants.
IV. Results

As previously stated, there are two main goals attempted in this research. The first examines how police officers understand police discretion as it relates to the fulfillment of their duties. This includes a basic understanding and definition of discretion from an officer’s perspective. It also includes an examination of the process of routinization, or “falling into a routine,” from the perspective of an officer. The second goal examines how police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion. This primarily involves how officers view education, both university-based education as well as continued, on-the-job training, as influencing police discretion when relating to the first main purpose.

In order to examine police discretion from the perspective of a law enforcement officer, there must first be a baseline. Prior to conducting any focus groups, a review of the literature revealed a collective definition of police discretion from an academic standpoint. There are ten criminal justice related journals from which this collective definition was created: The ANNALS of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, Canadian Journal of Criminology, Crime & Delinquency, Criminal Justice and Behavior, Criminal Justice Review, Criminology, International Journal of Police Science and Management, Law and Contemporary Problems, Policing and Society, and Public Administration Review. The collective definition from this review is as follows:

The ability or willingness of a law enforcement official to make a decision or take an action on the basis of personal values, beliefs, or experiences rather than institutionally-instilled guidelines.

With this definition, it is now possible to discuss the core of this study. Essentially, this study is asking, Does an understanding of police discretion differ between academia and individuals in a law enforcement capacity? This question, according to the two main purposes described above, is being addressed in three ways. First, how do law enforcement officials understand police discretion? Second, how does formal university-based education as well as continued or on-the-job training influence police discretion? Thirdly, can and/or do law enforcement officials “fall into a routine”? Moreover, does this
process of routinization influence police discretion from the perspective of a law enforcement official?

Prelude

Although the pilot focus group with four Northwestern Ohio sheriff’s deputies was transcribed and analyzed, the following results and discussion are primarily tailored to address the actual research focus group with six special agents in the FBI. As well, all quotes found within the results section are solely taken from the actual research focus group with FBI participants. It is specifically indicated when referring to the pilot focus group with sheriff’s deputy participants. As a last note, names used within this section are fictitious.

The demographics for the FBI focus group were obtained from a group questionnaire given prior to the focus group session. See Table 1 below. The questionnaire in raw form can be found in Appendix A. All participants of the FBI focus group are male. Of the 6 participants, 5 have been peace officer certified at either the local or state level prior to becoming a special agent at the federal level. All participants have some form of university-based education. Of the 6 participants, 5 have the rank of special agent in the FBI and 1 has the rank of supervisory special agent in the FBI. The average years of experience
in law enforcement is approximately 9.7; only one participant, the supervisory special agent, does not remember the exact years in policing. This participant does indicate that it has been over 20 years.

Table 1. FBI focus group demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>age</th>
<th>years in policing</th>
<th>prior certification</th>
<th>current rank</th>
<th>highest education</th>
<th>race</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>special agent</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>special agent</td>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>special agent</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>special agent</td>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>special agent</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>supervisory special agent</td>
<td>Juris Doctor</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis I

What comes to mind when you hear the word “discretion”?

Without attaching the term ‘police’ to the word discretion, participants in the FBI focus group agree that discretion is a term referring to “how you resolve an issue or address a conflict...[through] weighing multiple choices and figuring out a best case scenario.”

How do you understand police discretion?

Unanimously, participants agree that discretion is the same from a law enforcement standpoint. Philip says,
Discretion is the same regardless of whether you’re in police work or if you’re a stockbroker… you know what the options are in front of you and what the best case scenario is that’s presented to you at the time.

Although participants agree that discretion is the same across occupations, they also agree that discretion is directed according to the duties associated with a certain occupation. Whereas a stockbroker should follow the rules and guidelines set up to organize and run the stock market, the law enforcement officer should follow the guidelines and rules of codified law set up to organize and run a community or society. Thomas puts it this way:

In law enforcement, we have to work within those [codified laws] and can’t go beyond that. And that’s, that’s…your guidelines are the law that we follow and that’s what we use as the [discretionary] guideline.

So, from the perspective of Philip and Thomas, police discretion is like a puzzle. It is using the already established law in such a way that best resolves an issue or addresses a conflict. If this is done accordingly, a best case scenario should emerge as the solution.
This is strikingly different from the collective definition of police discretion found within the literature. The academic definition of police discretion seems to hold a negative connotation to police discretion, whereas participants see it as a necessary condition in order to conduct their duties. Again, the collective, academic definition is the “ability or willingness” to make decisions “on the basis of personal values, beliefs, or experiences rather than institutionally-instilled guidelines.” Not only do the participants of this study assert that institutionally-instilled guidelines are part of the discretionary process, they also assert that socially established codified law is the mechanism by which decisions are made. Discretion is not the ability to make a decision against policies or law, but it is the ability to use current policies and laws effectively so as to come up with the best solution.

The understanding of police discretion among the FBI participants also differs from the collective definition established from the literature in that the ability and the willingness of an officer are considered one and the same in academia. The participants of this study show multiple times that willingness to make a decision on the basis of personal beliefs is separate from an ability. This is also
true for all participants of the pilot focus group with sheriff’s deputies. Participants of the FBI focus group and the pilot focus group assert that officers often wish to handle situations in a certain way, but procedural law, established disciplinary procedures, and the supervisory chain of command make deviation from policy impossible without risk of punishment, including loss of job. James says, “I mean, you either abide by the law or the policy or, you know, you don’t.” As well, James recognizes the continuing restriction of discretion found in current laws, policies, and guidelines:

You know, some laws have changed too in domestic violence where before the laws changed and you had some discretion on how to deal with that domestic violence situation. They changed the law and basically had taken the discretion away from law enforcement to say, you know, here’s what you gotta do.

Once again, participants indicate that discretion means working within laws and policies rather than around them as the academic literature seems to associate with misuse of discretion.
How do police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion?

Thomas first responds to this question saying, “that’s taught at the training academy.” Unanimously, participants in this study agree that an ability to use police discretion is a direct result of first the police academy and second continued, on-the-job training. In direct conflict to what is found in the literature on police discretion, the participants of this study do not agree that police discretion is influenced by a university-based education. This is true for the FBI focus group as well as the pilot focus group with sheriff’s deputies (Again, all FBI participants of this study have some, if not multiple, forms of higher education. See Table 1).

Secondarily, police discretion is influenced by job experiences. Another participant, Matthew, explains,

I mean, once you get out [of the police academy] it’s the experience of being on the street....I think the main thing is the foundation is definitely there from the academy but it’s the experience that you gain on the street in working with the more experienced agents where you really, that’s where the real meat and potatoes is.
This also is contradictory to the academic literature. Professionalism and police discretion are often associated with a university-based education among the literature. It asserts that officers with more university-based education will be more professional and use discretion more wisely. The participants in this study agree that this is not the case. Rather, discretion is only influenced through training and job experiences.

How does formal university-based education influence police discretion?

Although the majority of the conversation among the panel of participants explains the influence of training and job experiences, participants do account for a university-based or higher education as it relates to law enforcement. Participants indicate three ways that a university can help a law enforcement officer:

First, it enhances critical thinking. Philip says,

The idea of being able to think critically...is what I think academia really helps to instill upon people.

Second, it increases the ability to understand and deal with diversity among a population. Thomas explains,

It gives you a good foundation in interacting with different people in school. In college, you
get a variety...from different areas and different
etnicities so it helps you. I think it makes
you a little bit more well rounded [so that]
you’re able to interact with people....

And third, it enhances the knowledge-base of an officer.
Because law enforcement requires a thorough understanding
of the law, knowledge of definitions and legal language is
important. James puts it this way:

[The university is] just another tool, you know,
in the tool belt that you got, you know, that you
can look back on and pull from if you have
learned something that has something to do with
the situation....

So, although participants agree that a university-based
education can help with the everyday duties of law
enforcement, there is no indication by any participant of
either the FBI focus group or the pilot focus group with
sheriff’s deputies that higher education influences police
discretion specifically.

Among the participants, police discretion is
associated with the ability to use policies and guidelines
in such a way that determines a best outcome. Because
policies and guidelines (i.e. legislation) are constantly
changing, it would be impossible for a university-based
education, sometimes completed years prior, to influence a law enforcement officer’s ability to use discretion. It is the police academy and continued, on-the-job training that keeps officers up to date on legislation changes, and it is the job experience that allows officers to apply the law and policies in a proficient and appropriate manner. In contradiction to the academic literature, a university-based education is not indicated by the participants of this study as having any influence on police discretion.

How would you describe your ability to make personal choices while on duty?

Another participant, John, responds first by saying, “Like we’ve said over and over, we’re bound by laws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures, guidelines, whatever you want to call ‘em.” This theme again emerges as the primary answer. The participants of the FBI focus group see discretion as using policy in light of a situation, not as a personal choice that an officer sees necessary to address the situation. James elaborates by alluding to a public misconception about law enforcement:

We don’t have the discretion just to overlook something or not do something, like maybe somebody might have that perception that we have
that ability to do that. I don’t think that’s the case...

Drawing upon James’s above response, Thomas clarifies:

I mean, yeah, the misconception that the people have is that we have whatever discretion that we have and we can do whatever we want. But we just can’t. We are bound by the law. We can’t just go and say ‘hey, we’re going to listen to this guy’s phone’ or pull his mail or something. I mean, people think, you know, that just because we’re us, we’re the FBI, we can do whatever we want. We can’t do that. We have to stay within the guidelines of the law and if we don’t, we’re just like any other citizen, we can be arrested.

We’re bound by those same laws as everyone else.

So again, the theme emerges of putting police discretion in the same category as discretion used in any other type of occupation. Whereas the literature contends that police discretion is a unique entity, the participants of this study seem to see discretion as important and required for any type of designation. Participants indicate in this study that law enforcement is only different in that there is great public scrutiny as well as misunderstanding of police procedure. It is this public misunderstanding that
is analogized (See subsequent section, Analysis II: The Peeled Apple Analogy) by participants in such a way that more profoundly explains police discretion as it relates to an officer compared to the understanding that a citizen or academic might have.

Think about this statement: There are appropriate ways to act in every situation. Do you agree or disagree with that and why?

Participants initially agree that the appropriate way to act can differ from person to person. This is the first time that the participants of this study indicate a discretionary process similar to that found in the academic literature. But interestingly, the participants put a spin on this claim of differentially appropriate action among officers. The supervisory special agent, Peter, sums it up best by saying,

I think there’s an appropriate outcome that everybody wants to reach, you know, but different people get to it differently. Just the dynamics of each situation are different. What your perception of the situation is is [sic.] different, not only from the law enforcement perspective but the person you’re approaching. So, you know, we might both [comparing personal
actions to another officer’s] get him in cuffs
and that’s the appropriate thing to do, but we
might go about it differently.

The response above is explaining that appropriate action
among officers is relative by indicating that policies and
procedures only outline what action should be taken in
certain situations. Although the action is indicated, the
procedure is not described in detail; it is the police
academy, continued training, and job experiences that
develop each officer’s way to handle situations. But as
the above excerpt shows, the participants of this study
agree that the end result, or “outcome”, of any situation
should be according to the prescribed procedural law.

Analysis II: The Peeled Apple Analogy

The focus group as a methodology is unique because
participants can draw upon one another’s responses, forming
the previously explained “group dynamic.” One interesting
finding emerges during the FBI focus group. During and in
response to the previous two questions, a participant
compares police discretion to the peeling of an apple. For
approximately fifteen minutes - a significant portion of
the focus group - this analogy is used by 5 of the 6
participants as part of the discussion. For this reason,
it is important to highlight this part of the focus group.
The purpose of this analogy seems to be an attempt to explain the previously identified public misconception. This analogy uniquely outlines police discretion. James begins the use of this analogy by stating,

…I think if you set an apple down in front of everyone here and said peel that apple, all of us, they’re gonna, we’re gonna peel that apple different [sic.], but when it’s done the apple’s gonna be peeled...and everybody’s way that they peel that apple’s gonna be appropriate when it’s all said and done.

For the first time during the focus group, participants directly claim that the decision-making process does differ between law enforcement officials. But fascinatingly, this assertion is made through an analogy: police discretion is like peeling an apple. The apple in this analogy refers to a situation that a law enforcement official may encounter. Peeling the apple refers to the way that the law enforcement official handles the situation. John continues with this analogy to explain situations where multiple officers are involved:

…if you get us in here and you set one apple down and say ‘all right, what’s the best way to peel that’, I think that...you have a situation there
where you gotta put your heads together and you gotta come up with the best way possible.

Here, John infers that discretion is cooperative. In response, James continues with the peeled apple analogy to elaborate on the cooperative characteristic of discretion:

So, you know, if [name of participant] says ‘hey don’t do it this way [because] I cut my finger six times. You know, don’t peel this way [rather] peel that way...because I’ve done it in the past, you know.’ that sounds good. That’s appropriate to me. That sounds good to me. It’s gonna get the appropriate end result...

James again shows, through the peeled apple analogy, that police discretion is influenced by job experience. The above passage clearly shows that officers work together and rely on personal, past experiences as well as the past experiences of other officers when making decisions in the line of duty.

The above excerpt could also allude to the paramilitary chain of command found in law enforcement structure. Perhaps officers are more willing to perform a duty in the manner their superior deems “appropriate.” This aspect also influences police discretion. Philip’s follow up shows this more clearly:
...my bosses at some point in time, I mean, have told me that this would be, this is the way to go about doing whatever task it is that I’m trying to complete. I may not agree that it’s the most appropriate way or I may not agree that it’s the most effective way...but at some point in time you have to say ‘okay, the boss told me to do it this way and this is the way I’m going to do it.’

It seems that Philip is claiming that discretion does not exist where a superior prefers a certain response. However, Matthew responds showing that it is the experience of the superior officer that is being used as a guide:

...a lot of times you try to hope to and rely on the fact that your bosses have experience in the situation that you’re in and they’re telling you that for a purpose.

After Matthew’s reply, Philip chimes back with agreement, showing that he also believes experience is the guide:

Yeah, me having [low number] years in and having a boss that’s got [high number] years in, you know that that [sic.] person has been in that situation before and they’re telling you that for a reason because they’ve been down that road before and they feel like this is the best way,
the best, you know, means of peeling that apple. Sometimes you just have to kind of trust [the superior] and chalk it up to lack of experience.

Relying on training and the experience of superior officers is the theme that emerges most often as the primary influence on police discretion. Following up, the officer with the rank of supervisory special agent in the FBI, Peter, gives the alternate viewpoint:

I can give you examples...as the supervisor,...I give them, you know, hey this is the way I think you should do it...and they come back and they didn’t do it the way I wanted ‘em to. But they did it a better way. It’s like peeling the apple. Go ahead, do it that way. That was appropriate to them. It would’ve been appropriate for me to do it my way given my way of thinking but when they come up with a better idea, it’s appropriate for them so they peel it their way.

Peter is explaining that decision making is individual and circumstantial. He goes on to explain that appropriateness of a choice is also circumstantial:

So, did I tell them to do something inappropriate? Yeah, given their circumstances and their experience and their knowledge to date,
you could say that [my advice] was inappropriate because their way was better...if you’re looking at the outcome, given my way or his way of peeling would’ve gotten us to the outcome that we both would’ve wanted, a peeled apple.

Peter in this excerpt is clarifying that the agents below him are capable of making their own decisions, i.e. using police discretion, regardless of his counsel and/or recommendations.

It is important to note that Peter says “outcome.” This theme is common within the peeled apple analogy. All participants suggest that the outcome of a circumstance is more important than the events taking place up to the outcome. Throughout, it is suggested by participants that the choices made or the discretion used by a law enforcement official are easily judged and criticized by others, both people in a law enforcement capacity and others who are not. The last participant to use the peeled apple analogy, Philip, says it this way,

And then you have people on the outside [not in law enforcement] who’ve never peeled an apple before or you have people that have peeled an apple a certain way and think that’s the right way to do it. We [law enforcement officials]
come up with that saying this is the way we think the apple needs to be peeled based on all of our training and experience and everybody putting our heads together. So we peel the apple that way and you could have three people standing on the outside going ‘that’s not the right way to peel that apple, what are they doing?’

Philip explains that criticism of law enforcement is common. Even when officers obtain the desired outcome, how the officers follow the procedure is scrutinized anyway. Philip feels that officers correctly draw upon training and experience when using their discretion. This enables officers to interpret the associated procedural policy/law correctly in order to arrive at the “appropriate outcome.”

Again, all participants explain that appropriateness is circumstantial and thus dependent solely on following the “laws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures, guidelines, whatever you want to call ‘em.” As long as these guidelines are adhered to while obtaining a desired outcome, participants agree that law enforcement officials are properly using police discretion. Through an analogy comparing police discretion to the peeling of an apple, participants show that it is the institutionally-instilled guidelines (not the personal values, beliefs, or
experiences) that are used when determining the best course of action in order to arrive at the appropriate outcome. This suggests once again that the ability of officers to use discretion is limited, even though public scrutiny repeatedly surrounds the willingness of officers.

Participants see willingness to use discretion as inhibited by their ability. As Philip said in the above passage, there are “people standing on the outside going ‘that’s not the right way to peel that apple, what are they doing?’” From the discussion generated within the peeled apple analogy, it seems that Philip is trying to say that the public, or those “outside” of law enforcement, are scrutinizing the willingness of an officer to handle a situation a certain way, or “peel” a certain way. This is not a proper measure because, as the participants agree, willingness to use discretion does not matter. The ability has already been prescribed by policies, procedures, laws, and so on, so that officers must reach the same outcome. Any way to peel an apple is appropriate so long as you peel in such a way that will arrive at a peeled apple. Perhaps those “outside” should scrutinize discretionary ability rather than assume police discretion is something that officers always have at their disposal.
Think about this statement: Falling into a routine.
I want you to think about that statement and tell me what you think that means.

John answers first by saying, “You know, you do the same things over and over again, and you’re almost on auto pilot, really.” But it is Philip who describes the process of routinization most effectively:

I get up every morning, I get up, and the first thing I do is let the dogs out and go make a pot of coffee. That’s my routine. And I do it every single morning, and there is no deviation from it whatsoever and it’s almost mindless….Sometimes, I don’t even remember how I got from A to Z. I don’t even remember walking down the stairs but, you know, it’s force of habit.

John and Philip clearly show that the participants have identified a process of routinization. But can or do law enforcement officials fall into a routine while on duty? Philip answers, “Not even lunch is routine for us. I mean, sometimes I don’t even know if we’re gonna get lunch.”

Matthew goes on to explain routinization among officers:

I think that’s one thing about law enforcement that’s very unique as opposed to...a tire builder
[who] falls into a routine. He slings tires everyday. That’s what he does….But the one thing that’s interesting about law enforcement is the fact that no day is ever the same. When I get up in the morning, I know that my day is not going to be anywhere close to the way it was yesterday.

The responses thus far have shown that the participants believe routinization exists, but there is a tendency to deny that law enforcement officers fall into a routine.

Thomas becomes more bold. He first suggests there are times when officers fall into routine. He says, “you still have that routine work that you do from investigation, you know, police work.” John follows this up with, “Yeah, half the job lends itself to routine ‘cause we have strict rules that we have to follow. But the other half is really dynamic....” And finally, Philip adds to this explaining,

I mean, we are presented with investigations on almost a daily basis and we have to prioritize our investigations. It’s the prioritization of our caseload and time that becomes routine. How we handle situations, though, is different....And no investigation is ever the same. I mean, we’ve worked probably multiple bank robberies and every time there’s...always gonna be something different.
And so it finally emerges. The participants identify routinization within law enforcement, but it is not the type of routinization found within the academic literature. The literature argues that how officers tend to handle a type of situation becomes habitual over time. Participants here explain that it is the “prioritization” of what and when (“caseload and time”), rather than how a task is handled, that becomes routine. So, it could be said that police discretion involves a large level of prioritization.

Do you associate positive or negative aspects with the statement, “falling into a routine?”

It is Philip who answers this question most effectively. He states,

...when you’re falling into a routine of properly following policies and procedures and guidelines, that’s a good thing, but if you approach every situation in the same way then that would have a negative connotation to it because you can’t do that. Especially in law enforcement, you can’t approach every situation the same....I think it can have both positive and negative connotations....

Again the theme emerges where participants allude to established procedures or guidelines. Here, Philip explains that properly following guidelines as routine is
good but that approaching every situation similarly is bad. Remember, participants explain in the peeled apple analogy that it is reaching the appropriate outcome, a peeled apple, according to established policy that is most important. Participants explain that how one reaches the appropriate outcome, the peeling process, must and will differ among officers. From this, it seems that police discretion and the action of officers are influenced by routinization – the routinization of prioritization.

It needs to be noted before concluding that FBI agents have a unique perspective as opposed to other types of law enforcement. Not only are they afforded more jurisdiction and power, job description(s) may vary remarkably. But as was noted in the methods section, the FBI participants of this study, although unique, are appropriate for the research purpose of this study and arguably can provide insight from a more profound level. In addition, it should be noted here that the results shown above are only describing the FBI panel’s dialogue. There is much research discussing the different philosophies of insider versus outsider research, where outsiders like (some) academics have no relevant experience. This study is not dismissing academia but simply reporting results. Insider and outsider research both have distinctive advantages.
Final Analysis

This study looks at police discretion from an officer’s perspective in terms of 1) a definition, 2) education, and 3) the process of routinization, or “falling into a routine.” The emphasis is that this analysis has originated from conversation with people who have been in a law enforcement capacity. This study has revealed that police discretion does, in fact, differ between an academic standpoint and the standpoint of a law enforcement official. Law enforcement officials view discretion as limited by guidelines, where discretion is the ability of an officer to apply established procedures. This is decisively different from literature that asserts police discretion is the willingness as well as the ability to make personal choices while in the line of duty.

This study has also revealed that police discretion is primarily influenced by continued or on-the-job training. This is where it seems officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use and understand discretion. Also, reliance on personal job experience and the experience of other officers, specifically veteran officers, has a significant influence on police discretion. A university-based education does seem to influence some aspects of policing, but higher education does not influence police discretion.
This is also quite different from assertions made within the academic literature.

Lastly, this study has revealed a process of routinization. Officers do suggest that there are times that their actions become routine. This fact is similar to what can be found among the literature. But there is a unique finding; the process of routinization comes out in this analysis as different than what the literature would argue. Whereas the literature suggests that police officers fall into a routine during daily duties, this analysis does not support as such.

Rather, it seems that the prioritization of management and the prioritization of time are highly routinized, and arguably a requirement. Prioritization as routine in law enforcement seems to be a useful tool that allows officers to handle the large responsibility that falls at the hands of our public servants. Yes, the process of routinization does appear to influence police discretion. Unlike the academic literature, though, it seems that routinization as this study has found is complimentary to police discretion. Perhaps a police officer’s effectiveness in the line of duty is dependent upon using discretion so as to properly routinize his time as was successful for him in the past.
V. Discussion

The peeled apple analogy reveals much about the implications made among the focus group panel of FBI special agents. Foremost, this analogy differentiates between a process of peeling an apple and an outcome of a peeled apple. White (1972) also sees this separation of process and outcome. Her explanation (1972, p. 63) lies in the assertion that professionalism is tied to control aspects:

professional controls are imposed to counteract police commitment to unacceptable job-related behaviors with the hopes of establishing a set of acceptable role perceptions and behaviors that the officers will internalize.

White’s (1972, p. 66) argument separates a command orientation where officers’ actions are “controlled by norm, policy, and orders issuing from a central command” from a discretion orientation where officer’s actions are “controlled by norm and policy issuing from an internalized code.” She argues that those of a command orientation focus on process while those of a discretion orientation
focus on outcome. The FBI focus group panel of this study stresses the outcome, a peeled apple, as most important. Thus, the panel resembles a discretion orientation.

Stressing discretion orientation deemphasizes a central command as most appropriate in terms of discretion and a decision-making process. Nearly all the literature on professionalism and/or professionalization implies that it is a higher education, such as university or college degrees, that promote professionalism within law enforcement (e.g. Lipsky, 1980). There is almost an unwritten rule that associates a proper and efficient police force with a broad education. The FBI focus group of this study did not reveal as such.

Sociologically, this trend to promote professionalization through higher education appears to have Weberian roots (See Weber’s works The Theory of Social and Economic Organization and The Types of Legitimate Domination). Weber’s theory of bureaucracy, and thus his process of bureaucratization, can be applied to police discretion in that bureaucracy promotes the rationalization of authority. Weber differentiates three types of authority – traditional, rational, and charismatic – with the claim that the authority of a traditional society becomes rationalized as society progresses. Although the
term progress is not directly optimistic here, progress is optimized by this process of bureaucratization. A key to this theory is that traditional ownership rights of an individual are replaced by management and administration over time. This is the crux of Weber’s argument that democracy is slowly being replaced by bureaucracy, and thus individual freedoms are being lost (Nisbet, 1966).

From the standpoint of the administration, this is exactly the result of professionalization. Through the heightened requirement to attain a broadened education from colleges and universities, the organization that is a policing agency of some sort gains the ability to control its agents. Professionalism becomes promotion, and those who have a university education can become promoted faster. This is the control mechanism used by the administration of a policing agency, but with this control also means the purposeful reduction of a discretion process or more specifically a transition from White’s (1972) discretion orientation among officers to a command orientation.

Nisbet (1966, p. 42) attempts to explain “what revolutionary change meant to philosophers and social scientists of the nineteenth century” by way of three terms: individualization, abstraction, and generalization. All three terms are tied, in theory, to Weber’s theory of
bureaucracy. Individualization refers to the phenomenal and historical shift in rationale from a group-oriented decision process to an individual-oriented decision process. For example, society is no longer referred to as a collective but rather as something made up of many individuals like voters, citizens, homeowners, workers, lawyers, and so on.

Next, abstraction refers to the process by which morals and values become distorted by science and politics, so that the once enamored view of the world becomes ethereal. In other words, a romanticist type of view shifted to a realist type of view. Generalization is more complicated. As individualization and abstraction are occurring to individuals, generalization is occurring within individuals. So, although the people of the modern world see it as having separate features, they see each other as a collective. In other words, allegiances once historically lay in family, decades ago the allegiances lay in patriotism, and now allegiance is moving toward an international flavor. This can be thought of in terms of the process of globalization ever present in today’s world.

If Nisbet’s (1966) three terms are an attempt to explain change, how does this apply to the shift in law enforcement during the past decades to become more
“professional?” From individualization comes the need for more command positions and positions of authority, like sergeant, lieutenant, 2nd lieutenant, detective, and so on. From abstraction comes the need for more procedural, codified legislation so that officers need not heavily rely on morals and values while on duty. Finally, from generalization comes the need to instill among officers a sense of pride and common ideal so that allegiance lies with the department, agency, or “the force” over corruption by friends, family, or illegal characters. These three processes easily show the evolution of a control aspect within the theoretical purpose of professionalization.

Tying Nisbet’s (1966) three terms to White’s (1972) separation of orientations, it becomes evident that professionalization has become an attempt by administration to restrict role internalization of officers through centralization, thus restricting discretion. This would mean that from the standpoint of the administration a focus on process is most appropriate. But from the standpoint of the administrated, a focus on outcome is more vital. This ongoing cycle of conflict creates an atmosphere that does not allow the free flow of information between supervisor and supervisee because each has competing role outlooks.
Perrow (1986, p. 33) comments on this lack of communication within organizations with a discussion on hierarchy. He associates “timidity and caution on the part of subordinates who fear criticism from superiors” with the breakdown of communication among hierarchies, which he also refers to as bureaucracies. Perrow (1986) later refers to bounded (limited) rationality as a promoter of bureaucracy. He says,

"Organizations would function better if human rationality were less bounded. But bounded rationality makes possible bureaucratic control as well as domination in general." (p. 123)

So, Perrow (1986) clearly suggests that organizations willingly forego functionality to an ability to control. He goes on,

"Because we are not superhuman, with full understanding of processes or complete information and precise ordering of our goals, the organization can shape our premises, and ideologies can legitimize domination in society in general. If our rationality were full, no one could put anything over on us or shape our premises." (p. 123)
From this, it is discernable that the individual seeks a “fuller rationality” in an attempt to gain deeper insight of which the greater organization is lacking. This would explain the supervisory/command emphasis on process as lessened individuality and the supervisee/discretion emphasis on outcome as appropriateness. At the heart of the individual still lies human nature, regardless of the control efforts present within the collective bureaucracy.

Perrow’s (1986) contribution creates a whole new dilemma. How does the supervisee (i.e. the line officer) get around liability of action while still giving individual focus on the outcome over process, which is in contradiction to supervisory directives? The peeled apple analogy present in the FBI focus group of this study uniquely provides a basis for an answer to this question. By asking why a peeled apple analogy emerges as a group dynamic within a focus group on police discretion, the answer becomes obvious. Direct relay of information must somehow be restricted in order to avoid compromise of one’s position or previous actions, and thus vagueness becomes a tool to get around liability.

Scheffler (1979, pp. 72, 73) considerably adds to the understanding of vagueness. He says, “Indeed, the very definitions of vagueness typically offered depend on one or
another variant of a distinction between meaning and fact which cannot be upheld.” Although he does not delve into the applicable circumstances surrounding meaning and fact, the focus of the above statement as applied to this study hinges on that distinguishing meaning and fact “cannot be upheld.” This, in itself, is the tool that allows an officer to circumscribe liability, as previously suggested. Interestingly, Scheffler (1979) also distinguishes between generality and vagueness as well as ambiguity/vagueness and metaphor.

In terms of this study, the peeled apple analogy seems to give the panel of law enforcement officers the tool, or ability, through metaphor to mesh generality and vagueness which in turn reduces specificity. This means no implications or culpability can be assigned to any particular person or thing when a member of the panel gives input about a subject of which the administration inhibits or restricts, i.e. bureaucratic control. For this study, that subject is police discretion. Interestingly, the use of vagueness and metaphor may be a common theme of law enforcement personnel universally. This tool, used by the supervisee, works as a loophole to circumnavigate the supervisory and/or administration control efforts.
Lipsky (1980) more practically applies the everyday trials of which the supervisee encounters. He differentiates the administration from the “street-level bureaucrat.” “Street-level” refers to the individual “bureaucrat” who is part of the larger bureaucracy; the “street-level bureaucrat” of any organization is unique according to Lipsky (1980) in that they are most often afforded the greatest discretionary ability. The catch lies in liability surrounding power and its uses. The street-level bureaucrat is responsible for direct contact with the “clients.” In the case of law enforcement officers as street-level bureaucrats, the “clients” would be any citizen-contact. However, the client or citizen can communicate grievances with the administration. This means the street-level bureaucrat, in some ways, is directed by public opinion or response. And so, Lipsky (1980, p. 58) identifies the origins of bureaucratic control:

Street-level bureaucrats are characteristically constrained in the resources they can employ in obtaining client compliance. These constraints consist of professional and bureaucratic standards of fairness and due process that to some degree place limits on what can or cannot be done to or with clients...Modern bureaucracies
which are too heavy-handed lose their legitimacy if their offenses are publicized.

Lipsky (1980, p. 100) also identifies the means by which the street-level bureaucrat handles clients. He asserts that “street-level practice often reduces the demand for services through rationing.” Interestingly, Lipsky (1980, p. 100) uses the term “routinization” to explain the purpose of rationing. Services provided by the street-level bureaucrat are rationed through routinization. First, routinization of processes “protects workers from client demands for responsiveness.” Second, “routines provide a legitimate excuse for not dealing flexibly...” It is also explained that clients realize this process:

The familiar complaints...[by clients] are reminders that clients recognize the extent to which bureaucratic unresponsiveness penalizes them. (p. 100)

Remember, this study identified a process of routinization not in decision-making but in the prioritization of case-load and time. Lipsky (1980) finds the same by suggesting “demands” with the addition that routinization is a safeguard for officers who are liable to the administration that ultimately must answer to the client.
Once more, the examination of bureaucracy leads to a discussion of power and who holds the power. In the context of this study, elitists who have power within the greater bureaucracy are constantly in a struggle. This struggle is exacerbated by the promotion process earlier identified as a control mechanism used by administrations in an attempt to maintain a process of professionalization.

C. Wright Mills (1959) is among the first to discuss political elites. Mills (1959, p. 3) defines the “power elite” as “men in positions to make decisions having major consequences.” Many other researchers have studied political elites. In fact, Zuckerman (1977) has provided a condensed version of the expansive research on this concept (see also Nisbet, 1966). Zuckerman (1977, p. 342) says about a political elite,

…it is theoretically useful and empirically correct to presume a political stratification of society: most are not involved in political life. It makes sense, therefore, to develop hypotheses using the variable characteristics of the political activists, those who compete for the control of authoritative decisions.

It is painfully obvious here that the subject of political elite is fluid over time and within/throughout
organizations. Lipsky’s (1980) street-level bureaucrat competes with the greater bureaucracy for power. Perrow’s (1986) discussion of hierarchy epitomizes this struggle. And White’s (1972) differentiation of command and discretion orientations among members within a bureaucracy provides the basis for the power struggle in that centralization reduces discretion and in that supervisory control is made easy through the endorsement of this idea of “professionalism.”

Conclusion

Foremost, this study surrounds police discretion and its importance from an applied standpoint. Police discretion, as suggested by the findings of this study, does differ between academia and law enforcement. Academia contends that professionalism is essential to police discretion whereas law enforcement officials of this study disagree wholly. Academia suggests that routinization of a decision-making process over time is harmful, and the law enforcement officials of this study only suggest routinization of case management and time management. What is more, the officials of this study promote routinization as beneficial to the proper use of police discretion.

Remarkably, no member of the focus group panel suggests directly negative associations to discretion.
Every member of the focus group panel shows considerable regard to the notion of discretion and the fact that discretion is of great importance during the responsibilities associated with law enforcement. The reason for this seems to be that law enforcement officials are only indirectly supervised during the majority of their interaction with the “clients” who are citizens. That is, police officers have control (e.g. the power of state) over clients whereas other occupations do not. This is a type of legitimate authority. In other occupations, there is almost always some sort of direct supervision, and of course there is no legitimate authority. This fundamental difference is at the heart of liability. This notion of liability is important because law enforcement officials must be ever aware of their actions to avoid liability.

The differences in supervision between law enforcement and other occupations may be the key to the purpose of the peeled apple analogy. Supervision becomes the basis for professionalism, and professionalization allows a supervisory administration to control its agents through promotion as well as other measures. This creates what should be called the liability predicament of the law enforcement official. See Figure 1 below.
The liability predicament refers to the fact that the line patrol officer or field officer has control over the clients or citizens, but at the same time the client, through politics, has control over the supervisor of the line patrol officer. See Appendix F for a comparison of the liability predicament of law enforcement to that of other occupational types. This unique situation for law enforcement, in fact, creates a situation where the line patrol officer must heed and sometimes modify the way in which their interactions and communications take place. Remember the control mechanisms at the disposal of the administration through the process of professionalization. As this study has shown, using vagueness to dodge liability
and metaphor to explain meaning where supervisory administration restricts direct relay of information seem commonplace among law enforcement officials.

Perhaps the most important finding of this study hinges on the link between professionalism and bureaucracy. Professionalism is currently a sought after characteristic within law enforcement. But as has been shown, heightened professionalism allows supervisory control which only works to increase bureaucratization. Just as Weber associated increased bureaucracy with decreased freedom, this study has associated increased professionalism with decreased discretion. It is a fundamental mistake to assume that professionalism within law enforcement is a good quality.

The error can be found in the application of professionalism. Professionalism with no connotations attached simply refers to the conduct or qualities that characterize a certain occupation or career and its employees. Somehow, being professional has become an ethical, moral, legal, and audited concept. This is desirable for most occupational types because increased ethical, moral, and legal considerations with an emphasis on auditing progress only gives clients a sense that the product is appropriate and of value.
Unfortunately, a law enforcement structure that attempts professionalism faces the liability predicament. This occupational type is already concerned with ethical, moral, and legal considerations, and in fact this occupation is given power by the state to uphold our societal norms. As well, an audit process is established via procedural law by the constitution and the judicial system. Attempting to make a law enforcement structure more “professional” can only work to increase the inherent bureaucratic structure already in place through the quasi-military chain of command present within police structure.

Therefore, the definitions of professionalism and professionalization in terms of law enforcement are founded in incorrect ideologies in that professionalism is a form of control through recommended university, academic education and a promotion process that is at the disposal of a supervisory administration. In other words, professionalism of law enforcement increases bureaucracy. Inherently, bureaucratization within law enforcement will attempt to reduce discretion, whether or not the use is appropriate. Thus, professionalism does not increase an officer’s ability to enforce the law; rather, it reduces discretion which works to inhibit the officer’s ability.
Therefore, professionalism and bureaucracy within law enforcement structure(s) are linked; this should be termed the professional policing error. See Figure 2 below. It is an error because discretion is inbuilt and essential within the American criminal justice system. Discretion is important within all areas of the criminal justice system: policing, prosecution, courts, and correction. And the literature will admit as much. See Appendix G for a comparison of the professional policing error of law enforcement to that of other occupational types.

**Figure 2. The professional policing error**

The ongoing theme through statute to reduce the discretion of our law enforcement officers is at least controversial but at most wrong. The liability predicament only forces the line patrol officer to use vagueness as a
tool to surpass bureaucratic control. And beyond vagueness lies corruption. Just as our society condemns corruption of our police, so too should we condemn the use of vagueness. This can solely be accomplished through the decreased bureaucratic control of the line patrol officer who is in need of some if not all discretionary abilities.

It is rare to witness officers using vagueness because again it is used outside of and against the supervisory administration. For this reason, capturing this viewpoint uniquely through the group dynamic associated with focus group methodology is exceptional. Without this perspective, the true goal of professionalism within law enforcement would be veiled. Professionalization of law enforcement is flawed because it only works to reduce individual, human features and to increase bureaucratic, autonomic control features.

In all regards, it appears that a power struggle is responsible for the use of vagueness and metaphor among the panel of FBI special agents during the focus group of this study. It may be fantastic, but the power struggle is between the command structure and line structure of all law enforcement departments, agencies, and so on. There will always be the liability predicament for the line structure. This fact means that the command structure (interestingly
the top personnel are usually elected politically) will always attempt to charm a public by urging university education under the guise of professionalism. Those who are promoted to the command structure will most likely be required to have a higher university or college degree. In order to keep a position of command, the promoted officer must be on board with the reduction of discretion as society has currently deemed as appropriate.

Although this study has revealed many important structural attributes associated with law enforcement, it should be noted here that there are many inherent limitations. Foremost, the usual demographics of a law enforcement department or agency are primarily white, male officers. This study is the same with the exception of one Asian male. There is much to be said about the influence of race, sex/gender, financial/social status, and so on in terms of law enforcement. This study has not addressed these differences. Future studies would benefit from the inclusion of a more diverse focus group panel, such as one with multiple races and women.

As well, this study is limited by age. There is a higher age (as well as educational) requirement associated with federal agencies. Local and state agencies can and often employ any person 18 years of age or older.
Attitudes toward discretion undoubtedly change as one gets older, gains more experiences, and receives more education. As this study attempted to review police discretion in terms of length of service, it is important that future studies take into consideration that the majority of law enforcement agencies and departments have less stringent age and education requirements for employment than the FBI.

There are also inherent limitations associated with the methodology of this study, the focus group. See Appendix E for a general discussion of the disadvantages and advantages of the focus group as a social science methodology. In terms of this study in particular, there may be a limitation in terms of participant domination. As has been noted, one of the participants of the FBI focus group was a supervisory special agent. This fact, in itself, may have influenced the other participants during the focus group. Taking into consideration the nature of this study and the discussion/conclusion, this dynamic could have had a significant influence on the results. In fact, the peeled apple analogy may not have emerged without the presence of a superior. Future studies would do good to be aware of the structural differences (i.e. chain of command) present prior to establishing any focus group.
Finally, it must be mentioned that the research design includes a noteworthy limitation. This study was based on discovering and understanding police discretion from the perspective of a law enforcement official and contrasting that to what is found in academia. The results have shown that law enforcement officials do not view higher education such as academic, university-oriented education as beneficial to a proper understanding or use of police discretion. Keep in mind this study is only an examination of six law enforcement officials. The results may represent a truth, but this is only one truth; other law enforcement officials may have different perspectives. How and why this is can be valuable for future research.

As well, there has been little attempt in this study which justifies purely academic research. The nature of the research design, unfortunately, does not allow as such; in fact, it can seem at times to condemn academic research. This will, without doubt, not sit well with many law enforcement researchers who have contributed to the body of literature available on this topic. With this in mind, future research would profit by being mindful of the distinction between insider and outsider research during the design stages, specifically with use of focus groups.
Although there are many limitations in this study (only a few of the more prominent are mentioned above), there have also been valuable insights. Theoretically, there are two distinctive insights that have arisen from this study. The first is the liability predicament of the law enforcement official where line officers must be wary of their power over and daily interaction with citizens because these same citizens have power over their supervisor(s), who ultimately must answer to the greater public (i.e. citizens) who theoretically exercise the most power in this democratic society – “a government of the people, by the people, for the people...” This forces these officers to design ways (vagueness, analogy, metaphor) to preserve their individual discretion and decision-making abilities due to the administrative control efforts.

The second insight is the professional policing error where professionalism in and professionalization of the occupation of law enforcement is incorrectly accomplished in that the origin seems to lie more in bureaucratic control efforts than in genuine interest to endorse an augmented and improved police force for the citizens of this country. Unfortunately, professionalism is considered positive within most occupations and as such has become a positive attribute within law enforcement. This is because
professionalism is generically associated with expertise, proficiency, training, aptitude and so on. For law enforcement, these characteristics are a job requirement, not something to strive for through "professionalization." As has been shown, professionalism within law enforcement is fundamentally different than professionalism within other occupational types due to the professional policing error. Therefore, purposefully separating professionalism (not expertise, proficiency, or training) from law enforcement could perhaps fill the void between the line structure and command structure that is perpetuated by the process of bureaucratization.
Appendix A

Preceding Focus Group Questionnaire

Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. Thank you.

1. Approximately how long have you been peace officer certified?

2. What was your age when you first became a peace officer/police officer?

3. What is your current age (in years)?

4. Prior to this agency, how many law enforcement departments/agencies have you been a member since becoming peace officer certified and how long at each? Use the back of this sheet if necessary.

5. Approximately how long have you been employed by this department/agency?

6. What is your current rank at this department/agency?

7. If you have had a rank higher than your current rank, what was it?

8. Please indicate approximately how often you actively seek to participate in any form of formalized training or academic education not required by the department/agency.

9. Please check your highest level of education?

   [ ] GED   [ ] High School Diploma   [ ] Some College   [ ] Associates Degree
   [ ] Bachelors Degree   [ ] Masters Degree   [ ] Ph.D. or above

10. Please check the gender that identifies you.   [ ] Male   [ ] Female

11. Please check the race that identifies you.

   [ ] African American   [ ] Caucasian/White   [ ] Asian   [ ] Hispanic
   [ ] Mixed or Other (please indicate how you identify yourself ______________________)

Thank you for filling out this questionnaire. Your input is valuable and sincerely appreciated.
Appendix B

Consent for Participation in Research

Andrew Beech, MA in Applied Behavioral Science, in the Department of Sociology/Anthropology at Wright State University is conducting a research study to help understand police discretion. I am being asked to participate in this study because I am a law enforcement representative who uses police discretion on a regular basis in my official capacity.

Title: Police Discretion from an Officer’s Perspective

Agreement to Participate: This signed consent is to certify my willingness to complete a brief questionnaire and participate in a focus group interview.

Purpose of Study: The purpose of this research study is to better understand police discretion in a way that will allow policy makers and practitioners to more effectively design discretionary guidelines capable of deterring criminality. This includes ways to improve current departmental or agency guidelines on discretion.

Procedures: I will respond to a brief questionnaire about personal information. This includes demographic information such as age, sex, race, length of service, rank, and/or other relevant background information. I should not put any identifying marks on this questionnaire. Following, I will be asked to be a member of a focus group interview. A focus group is an interview made up of 7 to 10 people. The people involved will also be law enforcement representatives. It should take about 1 to 1.5 hours to complete both the questionnaire and the focus group. At any time during this procedure, I can terminate my participation in this study. Additionally, the focus group will be audio recorded in its entirety. These audio recordings will be kept until the researcher has completed the analysis and reporting of this study at which time the recordings will be destroyed.

Benefits and Risks: Some of the questions may produce unpleasant feelings. Sensitive information may be revealed that could offend or otherwise upset a participant. Also, I will know some or all of the participants in an official capacity. In this way, the participants’ position and prospective department or agency is vulnerable. Of course, I will be able to stop at any time if I feel too uncomfortable. There will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. The information that I provide may help provide guidelines for future policy regarding police discretion.

Confidentiality: Any information about me obtained from this study will be kept strictly confidential and I will not be identified in any report or publication. All information will only be accessible by the researcher and his faculty advisor and will be kept in a locked cabinet under the researcher’s control.

My initials, ______, indicate that I have read this page and will continue to the next page.
Whom to Contact: If I have questions about this research study, I can contact the researcher, Andrew Beech, at 937-775-2667 or by email at beech.3@wright.edu. If I have general questions about giving consent or my rights as a research participant in this research study, I can call the Wright State University Institutional Review Board at:

Office of Research and Sponsored Programs
201J University Hall
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(937) 775-2425
Fax: (937) 775-3781

Voluntary Consent: I am free to refuse to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time. My decision to participate or to not participate is completely voluntary and will not be held against me for any reason now or in the future. I understand that this focus group will be audio recorded, and by signing below I am giving permission to be audio recorded. My initials on the previous page and my signature below mean that I have freely agreed to participate in this investigational study.

Signature/Date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed Name of Participant</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature of Participant</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature of Researcher, Primary Investigator, Witness, or Focus Group Moderator</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Pilot Study Questions

How do police officers understand police discretion as relating to their duties?

How do officers view their personal decision-making process when conducting daily job-related activities?

What defines an abuse of police discretion or the use of police discretion in a corrupt manner?

How do police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion?

How do police officers view the importance of continued education and/or training after a university-oriented education or an academy based training?

What other than education and/or training influences police discretion and how?
Appendix D

Focus Group Questions (FBI)

What comes to mind when you hear the word “discretion”?

How do you understand police discretion?

How do police officers acquire a correct or proper ability to use discretion?

How does formal university-based education influence police discretion?

How does academy-based or continued training influence police discretion?

How would you describe your ability to make personal choices while on duty?

Would you agree or disagree that there are appropriate ways to act in every situation? Why?

Think about the statement “falling into a routine.”

What positive and negative aspects would you associate with this statement?

Provide an example, if possible, of a time when you responded to a job-related situation in a routine manner. Where did you become familiar with this type of response?

In what ways is your ability to make personal decisions or choices about job related events or activities influenced by this idea of “falling into a routine”.
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Appendix E

The Focus Group Interview

The following discussion attempts to shed light on the mechanics of the focus group interview. First, there is a contrast of the major advantages and disadvantages associated with the focus group. Second, the commonly accepted procedure of the focus group is discussed. This includes planning, generating an interview guide, recruiting, and the role of the moderator. Third and last, the focus group in practice is examined, including conducting the focus group, analyzing the data, and future implications.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages

"The freedom of participants to construct their own meanings is one of the strengths and advantages of this [focus group research] form of research over survey research." (Morrison, 1998, p. 179). This statement shows that the focus group can generate data much more quickly than individual interviews or survey collection; preparation and assemblage of a focus group can also be much shorter than other methodologies. This is not to
mention the cost associated with focus groups is often less (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 42). In addition, focus groups are unique in their functionality; they can be a primary, supplemental, or multi-methodological source of data collection. Focus groups can be used at any stage of research, from preliminary to exploratory to assessment/evaluation (Litosseliti, 2003, p. 17). This is to speak to the flexibility of focus groups; they have extensive capabilities with a variety of individuals and settings.

Group Dynamic: One of the most important advantages of the focus group is the associated group dynamic. Stewart et al (2007, p. 43) explains that this “synergistic effect of the group setting may result in the production of data or ideas that might not have been uncovered in individual interviews.” Unlike other forms of research, participants can qualify or clarify responses. Also, the researcher has the ability to make connections with more profound levels of meaning. This includes the ability to easily understand the responses of participants. If there is a question, the moderator can ask for clarification (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 42). In conclusion, focus groups provide an ability to access group meanings, group processes, and group norms. Groups tend to draw upon
themselves to reach a “collective judgement [sic.]” where participants guide one another unintentionally and add significance to an otherwise cut and dry question (Bloor, Frankland, Thomas, and Robson, 2001, p. 4).

Disadvantages

“Although focus groups are a valuable research tool and offer a number of advantages, they are not a panacea for all research needs....” (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 43). First and foremost, the small number of participants in focus groups can “significantly limit generalization to a larger population.” (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 43). It is also important to note that individuals willing to participate in focus groups may be quite different from the population of interest. In addition, members of a focus group are not dependent on one another and contribute at different levels; one person may be dominant or more opinionated. It falls at the hands of the moderator to lessen restriction of generalizability (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 43).

Litosseliti (2003, p. 21) also states that “...limitations can be addressed through careful planning and skillful moderating of the groups.” This statement is based on two important generalizability limitations: 1) limited number of participants, and 2) difficulty in
obtaining a representative sample. Both of these limitations can be avoided or at least lessened by the researcher and moderator. She also tends to focus on the difficulty in distinguishing between an individual view and a group view; it is commonly accepted that individual behavior is subject to group influence (Litosseliti, 2003). Morrison (1998, p. 182) adds to this point by describing “attitude polarization.” This is the idea that focus groups tend to generate similar responses more often than other groups because members are recruited based on some type of status similarity.

Focus Group Procedure

As mentioned previously, the focus group should be differentiated from the group interview. While both procedures include a sequence of predetermined questions, focus group procedure has a fundamental difference. This difference is found in the intent of a focus group. Whereas the intention of a group interview attempts solely to obtain the group’s answers to specified questions, the intention of the focus group attempts to stimulate a discussion among the members of the group. The main purpose of the focus group and the following analysis of data should seek to understand the meanings associated with group answers. Therefore, the moderator should not seek
answers to questions but rather should seek group
interaction prompted by questioning (Bloor et al, 2001, pp.
42-43).

Planning the Focus Group

The planning stage of focus groups is unique to
individual research (Morgan and Scannell, 1998). The first
and possibly most important step in the planning process is
to define the purpose and outcomes of the project, but this
is universal in all research. Developing a timeline is
often a wise step to take. Determining the participants or
population of interest is also important early on in the
research (Morgan and Scannell, 1998, p. 10). These are
just some of the possible planning steps among a multitude.
Although there are many ways to break down planning,
scholars (Morgan and Scannell, 1998; Stewart et al, 2007;
Litosseliti, 2003; Bloor et al, 2001) agree that the
preparation of a focus group is mostly dependent upon
generating, pre-testing, and revising the interview
questions. This includes the focus group questions, any
pre-questionnaires, as well as consent forms and debrief
forms.

According to Litosseliti (2003, p. 28) and Stewart et
al (2007, pp. 60-61), being clear from the beginning about
the research purpose, the topic or issue that will be
discussed during the focus group, and the anticipated outcomes is of utmost importance because it allows the researcher to build the interview questions/guide effectively. Litosseliti (2003) advices, like many other focus group researchers, that piloting or pre-testing the focus group is the key to the planning process. Pilot testing allows the researcher/moderator to test his or her key themes for understandability; the researcher can alter the wording or timing of questions based on piloted results. Piloting a focus group can also reduce the associated unpredictability; the researcher has an opportunity to practice handling unexpected occurrences such as dominating or timid participants. Piloting also gives the moderator/researcher an opportunity to test the practical aspects such as seat positioning and so on (Litosseliti, 2003, pp. 30-31).

The Interview Guide

As has been discussed, developing an effective list of questions or interview guide is essential to any focus group. If there is one point that should be made about the interview guide, or “questioning route”, it is that the list of questions to be addressed should be feasible in the predetermined time limit of the focus group. This limit can range anywhere from one-half hour to three hours in
length, but typically a focus group falls within a one to two hour time frame (Krueger and Casey, 2000, p. 40). Krueger and Casey (2000) explain this point clearly:

Typically, a focused interview will include about a dozen questions for a two-hour group. If you asked these questions in an individual interview, the respondent could probably tell you everything he or she could think of related to the questions in just a few minutes. But when these questions are asked in a group environment, the discussion can last for several hours. Part of the reason is in the nature of the questions and the cognitive processes of humans. (pp. 39-40)

In conclusion, the researcher needs to pay particular attention to the amount of questions he or she wishes to address during the focus group.

As well as the amount, the structure of questions in the interview guide can be just as important to a successful focus group. Stewart et al (2007, p. 61) specify two general principles to follow when formulating questions: 1) order questions from the more general to the more specific, and 2) order questions by the relative importance to the research agenda. While Stewart et al (2007) give more weight to how the researcher orders
questions, other researchers (Litosseliti, 2003; Krueger and Casey, 2000) give more weight to the structure of the questions. Krueger and Casey (2000) list the qualities of good focus group questions. They first suggest structuring questions so that they sound conversational and have words that the participants would use and understand. Questions should also be easy to say, clear, short, open-ended, and one-dimensional. In addition, any instructions when asking a participant to do something should be prepared previously and well thought out (Krueger and Casey, 2000, pp. 40-42). Litosseliti (2003, p. 67) summarizes interview guide structuring by stating “In general, simple, factual, general, unstructured and important questions come before complex, controversial, specific, cued and less significant ones.” Of course, avoidance of leading questions is always important.

**Selecting and Recruiting Participants**

Choosing participants is an important part of the focus group procedure. This step occurs after the planning stage but can often be part of the end of the planning stage. When making the decision about who should be invited to be a part of the focus group, the researcher must consider the initial purpose of the study. Normally, a study attempts to gain information about something
specific. If you want participants to describe their feelings explicitly, the selection process must be preceded by screening for people who have certain things in common (Krueger and Casey, 2000, p. 70). For example, if the purpose of the study involved a phenomenon unique to law enforcement officers, selection of participants must begin with narrowing the sample to only include individuals with law enforcement experience.

Although focus group design is often criticized for the use of a purposive sampling method, this is necessary because the goal of the focus group is to gain a deeper understanding of a phenomenon by hearing from participants in depth. This grasp for in depth discussion requires selecting participants who are similar in nature because there is a need for compatibility. Focus groups with similar participants spend less time explaining their point of view or rationale to the group, and this means more time for discussing the important issues the study is attempting to uncover (Morgan, 1998, p. 59). Along the same lines, Litoselliti (2003, p. 32) notes particular importance in selecting participants with similar knowledge or familiarity with the given topic.

Recruiting is important because focus groups have very small sample sizes. When too few people show up to a focus
group, the results are normally considered valueless. As in any social research, the sampling process is important. Unlike most social research, though, focus groups need not worry about systematic random sampling. This is because focus groups are not designed to generalize in the same manner that large-scale quantitative methods generalize; whereas large-scale quantitative methods ensure generalizability through random sampling and large sample sizes, focus groups attempt to ensure generalizability during the selection process by making the focus group participants representative of the larger population. For this reason, convenience sampling is regularly used in focus group research (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 54).

**Role of the Moderator**

Seidman (2006) specifically emphasizes the role of an interviewer. As the moderator of the focus group is essentially an interviewer, Seidman’s (2006, p. 78) advice should be well taken: “Technique isn’t everything, but it is a lot.” The stress on this statement is an attempt to put an end to the belief that interviewing is an art. While Seidman (2006) does concede that some interviewers have a knack for communication, he does not believe that an interviewer is either good at interviewing or not. Seidman (2006, pp. 78-92) argues that interviewing requires skills
and techniques that researchers must learn: “listen more, talk less”, “follow up on what the participant says”, “follow up, but don’t interrupt”, “ask participants to reconstruct, not to remember”, “keep participants focused and ask for concrete details”, “limit your own interaction”, “follow your hunches”, and “tolerate silence” to name only some. His words are important for any interviewer, and this certainly includes the focus group moderator.

Specific to a moderator, as opposed to an interviewer, is a need for leadership qualities (Stewart et al, 2007, Greenbaum, 2000). The focus group moderator is, by default, the leader of the group. The social influence he or she creates can motivate participants to provide good data or can provide direction which causes biased data to be obtained. In addition, individual traits such as effective personality, cohesiveness, and communication are necessary leadership qualities. Beyond these superficial leadership qualities, there is a more important leadership characteristic specific to focus group moderation: the ability to switch roles (Greenbaum, 2000, pp. 23-28; Krueger, 1997, pp. 45-48). Most moderators will adopt a preferred style, but it is still important at times to take on a different character or function. Switching roles
allows the moderator to handle various situations, unique to focus groups, which may arise. While this may be the case, it is also vital for the moderator to build existing strengths (Krueger, 1997, p. 45).

Moderators must also have an ability to react quickly and effectively. Most of the time, they are dealing with strangers which means little influential power. Thus, it is imperative for a moderator to adopt strategies that use persuasion in a way that encourages group participation and maintains interest (Greenbaum, 2000, p. 31). Greenbaum (2000, pp. 29-40) asserts that certain personal characteristics are key to a good moderator: 1) self confidence, 2) good memory, 3) ability to develop quick rapport, 4) ability to remain objective at all costs, 5) communication and organization skills, and 6) appreciation for confidentiality. Moderators must also recognize the power of “pausing” to elicit or prompt additional points of view and “probing” to request additional information where answers are unclear (Krueger and Casey, 2000, p. 110).

Focus Group in Practice

A typical focus group will start with clerical issues such as waiting on certain participants to arrive, completing a pre-group questionnaire, signing a consent form specifically where audio recording will be used, and
so on. Once the discussion begins, it can be thought of as being broken into five distinct parts: the welcome, the overview of the topic, the ground rules, the actual questioning (moderation), and the debriefing (Krueger and Casey, 2000, p. 107). Of course, these parts of the focus group are dependent on the moderator and his or her role.

Conducting the Focus Group

Once the researcher has carefully developed and piloted the questioning guide, actually conducting the focus group becomes an easy task. Piloting allows the researcher to have a general understanding of how the discussion may go, and as Krueger and Casey (2000, pp. 108-109) point out, anticipating the flow of discussion is a must when conducting any successful focus group. Stewart et al (2007, pp 90-97) also discuss areas the moderator should have anticipated, if not predetermined: physical arrangement, a directive or nondirective interviewing approach, his or her intimacy level, and time management. Stewart et al (2007, p. 98-100) also indicate problems with participants that are crucial to expect: the presence of legitimate or “self-appointed” experts, friends, and hostile group members. On a last note, understanding the use of nonverbal responses is also key to a successful focus group. Recognizing the body language of group
members can allow the moderator to directly intervene or switch gears before any problems can occur (Greenbaum, 2000, pp. 148, 151-153).

Analyzing and Reporting the Data

Litoselliti (2003) and Stewart et al (2007) recognize the analysis of focus group data as the most difficult stage. Primarily, analysis means transcription and coding. Because focus group research is a qualitative discussion, data must be transferred even though it can be meticulous and time consuming. Even so, good transcription of the focus group allows a more intimate understanding of the content, flow, and dynamics of the discussion. This means that transcription should include all elements of conversation; words are the most obvious, but conversation also includes laughter, sounds, and any other details the researcher is capable of obtaining (Litoselliti, 2003, p. 85-86).

After transcription and coding, there needs to be some form of content analysis. Just because focus groups are considered qualitative research, do not assume that content analysis is automatically qualitative also. Focus group results also have a need for validation. As all research, the type of analysis depends on the research purpose (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 125). Bloor et al (2001, p. 63)
assert that content analysis includes three stages: indexing, data storage and retrieval, and interpretation. Indexing is identifying similar themes in the transcription and assigning code. Data storage and interpretation are self explanatory, but it is important to note that modern focus group research frequently utilizes computer-assisted content analysis. Most commercial software companies such as SPSS or StatPac offer such programs; these programs are designed using the key-word-in-context (KWIC) technique (Stewart et al, 2007, p. 126).

The Future of Focus Groups

Focus groups are currently being used most often alongside survey research as a way to test or validate a hypothesis. Unfortunately, this means twice the research, resources, and effort. Therefore, researchers are looking for ways to make focus group research less strenuous. For this reason, virtual focus groups are increasingly being utilized. Technology has allowed the advent of internet communications, both audio and video. Internet access for the general population is widespread; consider the use of email, blogs, chatrooms, and so on (Bloor et al, 2001, pp.75-86; Stewart et al, 2007, pp. 104-105).

Conducting online focus groups can be very advantageous. First, the convenience of the internet means
participants can easily be recruited and assembled. Second, online communities are well established and primed for sampling which means low cost for the researcher. Third, populations that are difficult to access can be found on the internet; this also relates to the fact that virtual focus groups encourage willing disclosure of more sensitive topics. Last, data is already transcribed when using virtual focus groups (Bloor et al, 2001, pp.75-86; Stewart et al, 2007, pp. 104-105).

There are also some criticisms of virtual focus groups, though. Some weaknesses include an inherent population bias of internet users although this is increasingly diminishing due to the heightened use of the internet today. Another weakness is that rapport is often difficult to establish with the academic community using virtual focus groups. Last, virtual focus groups remove the essential non-verbal cues that add to the dynamics of focus group research. At any rate, virtual focus groups are becoming the future of this type of research (Bloor et al, 2001, pp.75-86; Stewart et al, 2007, pp. 104-105).
Appendix F

The Liability Predicament of the Law Enforcement Official
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Appendix G

The Professional Policing Error

Professionalism – the conduct or qualities that characterize a certain occupation or career and its employees.

Professionalization:
- ethics
- morality
- legality
- audit process

Professionalism in law enforcement ignores the liability predicament of the law enforcement official.

This predicament as well as the very nature of the American criminal justice system already encompasses for law enforcement the four characteristics associated with professionalization.

Attempting these characteristics is pointless for the law enforcement structure.

Attempting professionalism in a law enforcement structure will increase bureaucratization (Weber’s theory of bureaucracy), thus increasing the level of control among the command function. This inevitably leads to the reduction of discretion for the line function.

Non-Law Enforcement Occupations:

Law Enforcement:

Promotion process using higher education as the standard

Forces the creation of ways to circumnavigate control of administration, i.e. vagueness

* The liability predicament of the law enforcement official, constitutional law, standardized procedures, and judicial review are already present within a law enforcement structure. Professionalization cannot be obtained through increased professionalism.
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